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The present project have how objective the criation of the Parque Estadual da Mata de Pains, with continual area including three municipalities borders, and foresight of superior area 5 000 hectares. Another forms of environment permanent preservation is “special areas” denomined APAs with 7 628 km2 and RPPNs are foreseen in continuous borders of project, but whithout detail or relate. The implantation of project and sub-projects to give best benefit and the life quality and environment preservation enclosed ground to 20% of Mata de Pains (Pains Forest), that have superior area of 500 km2 or 50 000 hectares.
So, enclosed ground 10 000 hectares what will be preservated in class 8 areas for not agriculture use. Parallel will have increase and development process environmental foreseen in Agenda 21/Rio 92. This to produce kindness for population of 50 275 inhabitants (IBGE Instictut 2000 cense) in three municipalities and total number of 117 264 inhabitants (idem), in adjacent region. The preservation of rare ecosystem for future generations with greatest potential bio-genetic and ecotouristic to amount to aspects also with specials caracteristics of geology, pedology, speleology, hidrics and wild life and forest rain in dead process, are essentials atributes today in somebody planning projection and economic development. In present plant is foresen the increase of rural economy, so the new and modern development of industry and urban areas towns, villages and old farms of region across ecological turism how trekking, horse-cross, bike-cross, mountain bike, canoeing, caving, and ... speleology!